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ENGLISH PAPER - I 

TIME:2 ½ HRS        MAX. MARKS : 100 

Note  : This question paper contains five sections. 

Section – I (Vocabulary :20 marks ) 

Part I 

1. Choose the appropriate synonyms of the underlined word:  5x1 = 5 

 The doll maker giving finishing touches (i) to the dolls he was making. His dolls were 

eagerly sought after (ii) by the people. A little girl came into the shop. The shop assistant showed 

(iii) her up. She could not help (iv) admiring the dolls. She bought several dolls and took her leave 

(v). 

i)  a) completion  b) changes  c) colors  d) cleaning 

ii) a) chased b) liked  c) gifted  d) stolen  

iii) a) displayed  b) resist  c) disagreed d) presented  

iv)  a) accepted  b) carried  c) left  d) praise  

v)  a) holiday b) carried  c) left  d) asked permission 

 

2. Choose the appropriate Antonyms of the underlined word:   5x1 = 5 

 Environmentalists say that there will be depletion (i) in our forest resources also in the near 

future unless we take care of our forests this will certainly (ii) be an unsustainable (iii) situation. 

Our cities are clogged (iv) with concrete structures. Trees are cut in order to make space for 

buildings. This is a point of dispute (v) between the environmentalists and technocrats. 

i)  a) profusion  b) reduction  c) increase  d) sufficient  

ii)  a) comfortable  b) agitatedly  c) doubtfully  d) angrily  

iii)  a) comfortable  b) limited  c) sustainable d) rare  

iv)  a) diminish  b) enlarge  c) clear d) include 

v)  a) discover b) agreement  c) distant  d) decrease 

               

PART - II 

Answer any ten of the following:  10X1 = 10 

3. Which of the following is the right expansion of SALT? 

 a) South Atlantic Limitations b) South Asian Liberal Talks  

 c) Strategic Arms Limitations Talks d) South African Liberal Talks 

4. Choose the sentence that is correct in meaning 

 a) My sister adapted a baby b) My sister adopted a baby  

5. Replace the underlined word with its equivalent American English word.  

 His breakfast is porridge  

6. Which of the words given can be placed after the word well to form a compound 

word?  

 a) beloved  b) man  c) site  d) ground  
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7. What is the plural form of the word ‘genie’? 

 a) genies  b) genieses c) genises  

8. Attach a prefix to the word spelt  

 a)  inner  b) pre c) fore d) post 

9. Replace the underlined word in the sentence with one of the phrasal verbs given 

below to convey the same meaning, 

  Finally our supply of water was used up  

 a) ran out  b) ran down  c) ran in  d) run up  

10. Separate the syllables of any one of the following words: 

 a) Zoology  b) contemptuously  c) tiniest  

11. Choose the correct word to make a meaningful sentence.  

 The rhythm of the songs was fast and ……. 

 a) Interesting  b) melodious  c) lively  d) quick  

12. Construct a sentence using one of the words given below  

 a) persist  b) decisive  c) excavator  

13. Reframe the sentence using the underlines word as a verb  

 i) The hurt player left the field with a whimper  

14. Which of the two sentences given below conveys the following meaning ‘ 

 The road is impassable due to rain‟ 

 a) You can go by a car  b) you drive the car, but roads are blocked. 

 

Section – II (Grammar) 

 Answer all the questions: Respond to the following as directed:  10x1 = 10 

15. Which of the options given below will suit the following sentence? 

 They would not have passed the exam ______ 

 a) if they do not study harder  b) if they did not study harder  

 c) if they had not studied harder  

16. Identify the pattern of the following sentence  

 Tell me the truth  

 a) SVOC b) VIODO c) SVO 

17. Choose the correct question tag for the following statement  

 Times waits for no man, ……..? 

 a) do it  b) will it  c) does it  

18. Complete the sentence  

 December is ….. of all months  

 a) as cold as  b) more colder c) the coldest  

19. Choose the sentence which correctly conveys the meaning of the sentence given below. 

 The does not justify the means  

 a) You can do anything to achieve your objectives  

 b) With by hook or crook c) Unfair action doesn‟t bear fruit  
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20. Complete the sentence  

 …….. his help, I would not have passed. 

 a) But for  b) Despite c) Due to  

21. Choose the correct verb form to complete the sentence  

 Each one of the houses …… to let  

 a) are b) is  c) were  

22. Choose the correct phrase form to complete the sentence  

 His passing is …… question 

 a) With  b) on  c) beyond  

23. Choose the correct article to complete the sentence  

 …….. more you exercise, the more fat you will burn  

 a) A b) the  c) An 

24. Choose the appropriate preposition to complete the sentence  

 An idea came …… me ……. once  

 a) at, with  b) before, to  c) to ,at  

PART – II 

 Answer all the following: Rewrite as directed:  5x2 = 10 

25. From the context of the two sentences given below form a single sentence. 

 The woman is the secretary. You see her at the desk. 

26. Rewrite the sentence using passive voice  

 Anyone with a little common – sense can understand these instructions. 

27. Rewrite the sentence in direct speech. 

 Chaya said that they had no choice and asked who knew that they would find water the  

 next day. 

28. From the context of the two sentences given below form a single sentence using ‘IF’ 

clause. 

 You eat the wrong kind of food. It is bad for your heart. 

29. Read the following sentences and write an observation in a single sentence using 

anyone of the degrees of comparison  

 Beverage liker‟s in a vicinity  

  Tea is liked by 65% people 

  Coffee is liked by 60% people  

 Milk is liked by 66% people  

 Horlicks is liked by 25% people  

 Cool drink is liked by 70% people 

30. Punctuate the following:        5 

 we ll work like bees and love it too see if we don‟t said jo 
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Section – II 

PART – I 

Answer briefly any five of the following questions:      5x2 = 10 

 

31. What made the old man look a typical beggar? 

32. Why did art find a place even in concentration camps? 

33. Is character influenced by surroundings? How? 

34. What made Chaya triumphantly smile? 

35. What are the causes for the increase in domestic workers? 

36. Describe how ringing is done? 

37. List out the specialties of Tanjavur. 

PART – II 

Answer in a paragraph any one of the following questions:        1x5 = 5 

38. a) What were the contributions of the Cholas to art and culture? 

(or) 

 b) Trace the plight of domestic workers in our country and state the change in attitude to be 

brought out by the society towards these people.  

(or) 

 c) What lesson Messiaen teaches mankind through his attitude towards music while he was 

in the concentration camp? 

Section – IV 

PART – I 

Quote from memory one of the following extracts:        1x5 = 5 

39. a) Five lines of the poem “Going for water” 

 From  : Like …………. 

 To     :……………… to look (or) 

 b) The five lines from the poem “Manliness”. 

 From  : Except ………… 

 To     :     ………. my son. 

PART – II 

Read the following sets of peptic lines and answer the questions given below:       5x1 = 5 

 Softly, in the dusk, a woman is singing to me; 

 Taking me back down the vista of years, till I see  

40. a) Who does „I‟ refer to? 

 So now it is vain for the singer to burst into clamor  

 With the great black piano appassionato. The glamour  

41. a) What is „appassionato‟ mean? 

 If you can dream and not make dreams your master  

 If you can think and not make thoughts your aim 

42. a) What should not be our aim? b) Who does „your‟ refer to? 
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 Virgin rock takes form  

 Rugged lines melt 

43. a) What is meant by virgin rock? 

 

PART – III 

Read the following lines from the poems you have studied and answer the questions 

given below:          5x1 = 5  

 No walls for me, no vigil gates  

 No flags, no machine guns that blat  

 Citizens of those border state  

44. a) Pick out the rhyming words? 

 And all day the iron wheels are droning 

 And sometimes we could pray 

 ‘O ye wheels’ 

 Stop! Be silent for today! 

45 a) what is the rhyming scheme used here? 

 Like gnomes that hid us from the moon 

46 a) Identify the figure of speech used here? 

 of childish days is upon me, my man hood is cast 

47 a) Which are the words in alliteration? 

 And close my eyes against the sun  

 To dream my dreams and make them last. 

48) a) What is the figure of speech mentioned here? 

 

Section – V 

Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow: 

50. Speech is a great blessing but it can also be a great curse, for while it helps us to make our 

intentions and desires known to others, it can also, if we use it careless, make our attitude 

completely misunderstood. A slip of the tongue, the use of an unusual word, or of an 

ambiguous word, may create an enemy where we had hoped to win a friend. Again, 

different classes of people use different words, and the ordinary speech of an educated man 

create the impression to an unwittingly, we may use a word which bears a different 

meaning to our listener from what it does to a man of his own class, Thus, speech is not a 

gift to use lightly without thought, but one which demands careful handling: only a fool 

would express himself alike to all kinds and conditions of people and situations. 

Question: 

 a) In what way is speech blessing to mankind? 

 b) Describe how words could make an enemy out of someone you would like to be friend. 

 c) Why is an educated man‟s speech considered boastful by an uneducated listener? 

 d) How should speech be used? 
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 e) How does one prove himself a fool through his use of language? 

 

51. Identify and correct the errors in the following:        5x1 = 5 

 a) I told him I can come. 

 b) Sita is the tallest of the two girls. 

 c) He is one of the cleverest student in the class. 

 d) He left this place a hour ago. 

 e) I walked fast and I missed the bus. 

 

52. Look at the picture given below and answer the following questions: 

 
Questions: 

 a) How many people do you see here? 

 b) What do they ride on? 

 c) What is the location? 

 d) How many people are allowed to ride on a two wheeler? 

 e) Point out another traffic rule violation of the youngsters. 

***** 
Prepared by 

S. SURESHKUMAR M.A., B.Ed., 

B.T Asst – English 

Govt Boys Hr Sec School, Valappady, Salem – 636115 

Mob -   8526512948 
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